Scalable trusted computing seeks to apply and extend the fundamental technologies of trusted computing to large-scale systems. To provide the functionality demanded by users, bootstrapping a trusted platform is but the first of many steps in a complex, evolving mesh of components. The bigger picture involves building up many additional layers to allow computing and communication across large-scale systems, while delivering a system retaining some hint of the original trust goal. Not to be lost in the shuffle is the most important element: the system's human users. Unlike 40 years ago, they cannot all be assumed to be computer experts, under the employ of government agencies which provide rigorous and regular training, always on tightly controlled hardware and software platforms. It seems obvious that the design of scalable trusted computing systems necessarily must involve, as an immutable design constraint, realistic expectations of the actions and capabilities of normal human users. Experience shows otherwise. The security community does not have a strong track record of learning from user studies, nor of acknowledging that it is generally impossible to predict the actions of ordinary users other than by observing (e.g., through user experience studies) the actions such users actually take in the precise target conditions. We assert that because the design of scalable trusted computing systems spans the full spectrum from hardware to software to human users, experts in all these areas are essential to the end-goal of scalable trusted computing.
CONTEXT AND SETTING
We are interested in how scalable trusted computing (STC) relates to system security, platform security, and usability. Computer system security is an emergent property of a system. Platform security is more narrowly concerned with the properties of a particular node in a larger system, e.g., a specific hardware/ operating system platform; trusted computing is typically first defined relative to a particular platform. We interpret the scalable part of STC to include scalability across very large numbers of users, even a significant subset of the 7 billion people on earth; and across the web, meaning involving a mix of browser technologies, web server platforms, and the like. The complexity of today's browsers plus their incredible rate of technological evolution, adds significantly to the challenges for trusted computing. Scalability across the web also implies communications with endusers whose platforms may be under different security policy administrations (implying end-points of varying degrees of trust). By usability, in the context of computer security and usability, our ultimate interest is in how the design of a particular system influences the actions or behavior of a human user, and in particular whether these are desirable or undesirable from a system security viewpoint. To this end, we may prefer to use the term security and user experience.
A main focus of the trusted computing community has been hardware trusted platform modules (TPMs) [13] and security-enhanced operating systems like SELinux and AppArmor [7] . On the broader topic of bootstrapping trust in commodity computers, progress has been made well beyond trusted boot, to include dynamic trust measurements, remote attestation, and even usability [19, 16, 17] .
A formidable challenge, however, is presented by today's typical client devices being subject to both very frequent software updates (some fully automated), and an unavoidable flow of executable content downloads triggered by visiting even benevolent web sites. The issue of software installation is, by itself, fundamental to trusted computing, usability, and system integrity. Worrisome issues have been raised related to package managers [6] , software updates which are neither digitally signed nor otherwise authenticated [5] , and the overall complexity and variety of software installation mechanisms that users are subjected to [1, 24] . Users become conditioned to entering root passwords, much as they naturally respond automatically when seeing stimuli matching those previously encountered, in so-called click-whirr reponses [15] . The challenges are amplified in today's smart phone ecosystems, where the emphasis is on making installation of applications simpler than ever before, despite security and usability challenges arising from smart phone form factors. On Android phones, a novel permissions model is used which, while promising in some respects, is worrisome-users are prompted to approve of the permissions requested by newly loaded applications [12, 3] , but given little information for informed choice.
Including cloud computing within the context of scalable trusted computing, as well as typical client-server communications across disjoint policy domains, introduces another formidable challenge: reliable authentication. Surprisingly, there remain many open problems on even the most basic aspects of authentication, including simple password authentication. Alas, end-user authentication involves humans, who are subject to phishing attacks [10] , and are overwhelmed by increasing demands made in the name of better security [14] . Many basic usability issues related to passwords have only recently begun to receive research attention, such as password interference [8] and the usability of password managers [9] . Moving beyond passwords, to the hierarchy of certificates which now includes extended validation (EV) SSL certificates, raises far more complex issues related to users' mental models, and confidentiality vs. site identity.
A growing threat to security and trust, in a world reliant on browsers as the communications interface, is the ubiquity of browser extensions. Security mechanisms are now being proposed to partially address risks inherent in such extensions [4, 2, 11] , but extensions are best considered as the installation of untrusted code, much as installing unvetted smart phone software. Among many other security issues related to browsers-which have become the operating systems for the web-are questions related to web page mashups and the interaction of code and data across different sites. Mechanisms for restricting the flow of information between sites have been proposed [18] , for controlling ability of ads to overwrite arbitrary portions of web pages [22] , and to discover client-side vulnerabilities related to rich web applications typically written in JavaScript [20] . Issues also remain regarding browser access control policies [21] .
FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS
Many of the security concerns related to STC are captured by three basic questions, which can be related to visiting web sites, downloading software, how web page content is assembled, and related web activities:
1. Where am I? Who's on the other end? 2. What code is running in my box? 3. Where did it (really) come from? Other questions relate specifically to software developers: Who are their target users? Do they punt decisions to endusers too often? Do they hurt or help usable security [23] ?
